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Mitsubishi Electric to Exhibit at CEATEC JAPAN 2018 
Will present IoT and AI technologies, products and solutions for the realization of super smart society “Society 5.0” 

 

TOKYO, September 20, 2018 – Mitsubishi Electric Corporation (TOKYO: 6503) announced today that it 

will exhibit a wide range of cutting-edge technologies, products and solutions, including experiential exhibits 

utilizing IoT and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies at CEATEC JAPAN 2018, taking place at the 

Makuhari Messe exhibition complex in Chiba, Japan from October 16 to 19. The Mitsubishi Electric stand, 

No. A066 in the Total Solution Area of Hall 2, will be organized under the theme of “Towards the realization 

of Society 5.0 through advanced technology.” 

 

The company will also demonstrate its propriety Maisart*-brand AI based technologies, products and solutions, 

including through virtual-reality experiences of the EMIRAI4 smart-mobility concept car featuring next-

generation driving-assistance technologies, and the world fastest elevator’s maximum speed of 1,230 meters 

per minute. 
* Mitsubishi Electric’s AI creates the State-of-the-ART in technology 
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The stand will feature exhibits in the following categories: 

 

Safe 

- Water vapor sensing technology to predict torrential rain 
- Next generation healthcare solutions using a medical certificate card 
- “kizkia” video analysis solution utilizing proprietary AI to detect attributes of persons or things and 

automatically recognize their movements, conditions and situations by analyzing security footage in real-
time 

- “Fieldedge” image-based water analysis system utilizing AI for stable water level measurement 
- “Fieldviewer” maintenance and management solution utilizing 3D data for social infrastructure construction sites  
- “IBUKI-2 ” (GOSAT-2) Greenhouse gases Observing SATellite-2 

 

Innovative 

- “MELIPC” Edgecross-equipped industrial-use computer and EDM SV-P series high-accuracy sinker 
utilizing proprietary AI technology 

- Facilities and services that contribute to net-Zero Energy Buildings (ZEB) 

 

Sensible 

- Virtual-reality experience of the EMIRAI4 smart-mobility concept car featuring next-generation driving-
assistance technologies 

- Touch-based Interface for remote controls that enable both visually impaired and unimpaired individuals to 
easily operate devices 

 

Pleasant 

- Lighting technology that mimics blue sky 
- “Real Texture” technology to represent realistic texture such as gloss and shade 
- Virtual-reality experience of the world fastest elevator’s maximum speed of 1,230 meters per minute 

 

Smart 

- Technology with model-based AI learning to control equipment which enable to lead a ball to the goal of 
circular maze without teachings by human  

- Compact hardware AI for implementation on small-scale FPGAs** 
- Instant recognition technology of distant objects utilizing proprietary AI technology for safe driving 

** FPGA: Field Programmable Gate Array 
 

About Maisart 

Maisart encompasses Mitsubishi Electric’s proprietary artificial intelligence (AI) technology, including its 
compact AI, automated design deep-learning algorithm and extra-efficient smart-learning AI. Maisart is an 
abbreviation for “Mitsubishi Electric's AI creates the State-of-the-ART in technology.” Under the corporate 
axiom "Original AI technology makes everything smart," the company is leveraging original AI technology 
and edge computing to make devices smarter and life more secure, intuitive and convenient. 

 

Maisart is a trademark of Mitsubishi Electric Corporation. 
kizkia is a trademark of Mitsubishi Electric Information Systems Corporation. 
Fieldedge and Fieldviewer are trademarks of Mitsubishi Electric Engineering Corporation. 
Edgecross Consortium is currently applying to register the Edgecross trademark. 
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### 
 
About Mitsubishi Electric Corporation 
With nearly 100 years of experience in providing reliable, high-quality products, Mitsubishi Electric 
Corporation (TOKYO: 6503) is a recognized world leader in the manufacture, marketing and sales of electrical 
and electronic equipment used in information processing and communications, space development and satellite 
communications, consumer electronics, industrial technology, energy, transportation and building equipment. 
Embracing the spirit of its corporate statement, Changes for the Better, and its environmental statement, Eco 
Changes, Mitsubishi Electric endeavors to be a global, leading green company, enriching society with 
technology. The company recorded consolidated group sales of 4,444.4 billion yen (in accordance with IFRS; 
US$ 41.9 billion*) in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2018. For more information visit: 
www.MitsubishiElectric.com 
*At an exchange rate of 106 yen to the US dollar, the rate given by the Tokyo Foreign Exchange Market on 
March 31, 2018 

 


